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Getting the books burned fever 7 karen marie moning now is not type of inspiring means. You could not by yourself going taking into account ebook accretion or library or borrowing from your links to read them.
This is an very simple means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online message burned fever 7 karen marie moning can be one of the options to accompany you once having other time.
It will not waste your time. put up with me, the e-book will unconditionally proclaim you extra business to read. Just invest tiny times to approach this on-line message burned fever 7 karen marie moning as with ease
as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Bloodfever - Karen Marie Moning 2008-08-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER I used to be your average, everyday girl but all that changed one night in
Dublin when I saw my first Fae, and got dragged into a world of deadly immortals and ancient secrets. . . .
In her fight to stay alive, MacKayla must find the Sinsar Dubh—a million-year-old book of the blackest
magic imaginable, which holds the key to power over the worlds of both the Fae and Man. Pursued by
assassins, surrounded by mysterious figures she knows she can’t trust, Mac finds herself torn between two
deadly and powerful men: V’lane, the immortal Fae Prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man as irresistible as he
is dangerous. For centuries the shadowy realm of the Fae has coexisted with that of humans. Now the walls
between the two are coming down, and Mac is the only thing that stands between them. Look for all of
Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER |
DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
Darkfever - Karen Marie Moning 2007-08-28
MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great friends, a decent job, and a car that breaks down only every
other week or so. In other words, she’s your perfectly ordinary twenty-first-century woman. Or so she
thinks . . . until something extraordinary happens. When her sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her
death–a cryptic message on Mac’s cell phone—Mac journeys to Ireland in search of answers. The quest to
find her sister’s killer draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is as it seems, where good and evil
wear the same treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced with an even greater challenge: staying
alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she had no idea she possessed—a gift that allows her to
see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous realm of the Fae. . . . As Mac delves deeper into the
mystery of her sister’s death, her every move is shadowed by the dark, mysterious Jericho, a man with no
past and only mockery for a future. As she begins to close in on the truth, the ruthless Vlane—an alpha Fae
who makes sex an addiction for human women–closes in on her. And as the boundary between worlds
begins to crumble, Mac’s true mission becomes clear: find the elusive Sinsar Dubh before someone else
claims the all-powerful Dark Book—because whoever gets to it first holds nothing less than complete
control of the very fabric of both worlds in their hands. . . . Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
Feversong - Karen Marie Moning 2017-01-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • MacKayla Lane and Jericho Barrons return in the epic conclusion to the
pulse-pounding Fever series, where a world thrown into chaos grows more treacherous at every turn. As
Mac, Barrons, Ryodan, and Jada struggle to restore control, enemies become allies, right and wrong cease
to exist, and the lines between life and death, lust and love, disappear completely. Black holes loom
menacingly over Dublin, threatening to destroy the earth, yet the greatest danger is the one MacKayla Lane
has unleashed from within: The Sinsar Dubh—a sentient book of unthinkable evil—has possessed her body
and will stop at nothing in its insatiable quest for power. The fate of Man and Fae rests on destroying the
book and recovering the long-lost Song of Making, the sole magic that can repair the fragile fabric of the
earth. But to achieve these aims, sidhe-seers, the Nine, Seelie, and Unseelie must form unlikely alliances
and make heart-wrenching choices. For Barrons and Jada, this means finding the Seelie queen, who alone
can wield the mysterious song, negotiating with a lethal Unseelie prince hell-bent on ruling the Fae courts,
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and figuring out how to destroy the Sinsar Dubh while keeping Mac alive. This time, there’s no gain without
sacrifice, no pursuit without risk, no victory without irrevocable loss. In the battle for Mac’s soul, every
decision exacts a tremendous price. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels:
DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED |
FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Feversong “Bold and brilliantly layered, deeply emotive and allconsuming, the story curves full circle as Mac and Dani try to save the world. . . . Fans of the series . . . will
love every moment, every page. As one now expects from the incredibly talented [Karen Marie] Moning,
gasp-inducing surprises await.”—USA Today “Heart-pounding.”—Entertainment Weekly “Epic.”—New
Orleans Gambit “Moning is one of the best. . . . [Feversong is] an exciting, pulse-pounding action-filled
adventure that at times is dark and terrifying, and other times gloriously happy and romantic. . . . Another
fantastic story.”—The Reading Cafe “[Feversong is an] epic ending to an epic series. . . . It’s all feels.”—The
Review Loft
Made for You - Lauren Layne 2014-10-28
Some mistakes are worth making... Lauren Layne's Best Mistake series continues with MADE FOR YOU.
When the Wrong Guy is Oh-So-Right Will Thatcher is exactly the type of sexy playboy good girls like Brynn
have always avoided. And yet there was still something about him she just couldn't resist. When Will moved
across the country three years ago, Brynn vowed it was time to put him behind her. She never thought Will
might have other plans . . . Back in town, Will intends to get what he's always wanted-gorgeous,
unforgettable Brynn. For years, he tormented the untouchable ice princess in a desperate bid for her
attention. Now he has a new plan, and he'll do anything to rewrite their stormy past. This time, he's out to
show Brynn that the imperfect man might be the best mistake of her life . . .
Chasing Serenity: A River Rain Novel - Kristen Ashley 2021-09-07
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Kristen Ashley brings a new novel in her River Rain
series… From a very young age, Chloe Pierce was trained to look after the ones she loved. And she was
trained by the best. But when the man who looked after her was no longer there, Chloe is cast adrift—just
as the very foundation of her life crumbled to pieces. Then she runs into tall, lanky, unpretentious Judge
Oakley, her exact opposite. She shops. He hikes. She drinks pink ladies. He drinks beer. She’s a city girl.
He’s a mountain guy. Obviously, this means they have a blowout fight upon meeting. Their second
encounter doesn’t go a lot better. Judge is loving the challenge. Chloe is everything he doesn’t want in a
woman, but he can’t stop finding ways to spend time with her. He knows she’s dealing with loss and
change. He just doesn’t know how deep that goes. Or how ingrained it is for Chloe to care for those who
have a place in her heart, how hard it will be to trust anyone to look after her… And how much harder it is
when it’s his turn.
Dreamfever - Karen Marie Moning 2010-10-26
In New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning’s stunning novel, the walls between human and
Fae worlds have come crashing down. And as Mac fights for survival on Dublin’s battle-scarred streets, she
will embark on the darkest adventure of her life. MacKayla Lane lies naked on the cold stone floor of a
church, at the mercy of the Fae master she once swore to kill. Far from home, unable to control her sexual
hungers, MacKayla is now fully under the Lord Master’s spell. He has stolen her past, but MacKayla will
never allow her sister’s murderer to take her future. Yet even the uniquely gifted sidhe-seer is no match for
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the Lord Master, who has unleashed an insatiable sexual craving that consumes Mac’s every thought—and
thrusts her into the seductive realm of two very dangerous men, both of whom she desires but dares not
trust. As the enigmatic Jericho Barrons and the sensual Fae prince V’lane vie for her body and soul, as
cryptic entries from her sister’s diary mysteriously appear and the power of the Dark Book weaves its
annihilating path through the city, Mac’s greatest enemy delivers a final challenge. It’s an invitation Mac
cannot refuse, one that sends her racing home to Georgia, where an even darker threat awaits. With her
parents missing and the lives of her loved ones under siege, Mac is about to come face-to-face with a soulshattering truth—about herself and her sister, about Jericho Barrons . . . and about the world she thought
she knew. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER |
FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
The Fever Series 5-Book Bundle - Karen Marie Moning 2012-09-17
In the blockbuster Fever series, Karen Marie Moning creates a darkly sensual and paranormal world, torn
apart by the struggle between humans and Fae. Now in a convenient eBook bundle, here are the five
thrillingly sexy novels featuring heroine MacKayla Lane: Darkfever, Bloodfever, Faefever, Dreamfever, and
Shadowfever. “Give yourself a treat and read outside the box.”—Charlaine Harris, on Darkfever Darkfever
When her sister is murdered, MacKayla Lane journeys to Ireland in search of answers. There, she makes a
startling discovery: She’s a sidhe-seer, which gives her the rare power to glimpse beyond the realm of Man,
and into the dangerous realm of the Fae. As the boundary between the worlds begins to crumble, Mac
becomes a target. But her mission is clear: Find the Sinsar Dubh, an ancient book that contains the key to
controlling mortals and Fae alike, before the enemy seizes it. Bloodfever In her fight to stay alive, Mac must
hunt the Sinsar Dubh—a book of the blackest magic imaginable. Pursued by assassins and surrounded by
mysterious figures she knows she cannot trust, Mac finds herself torn between two powerful men: V’lane,
the ancient, immortal Fae Prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man as seductive as he is dangerous. Faefever
When Mac receives a page torn from her sister’s journal, she is stunned by its desperate contents. Now that
Mac knows her sister’s killer is close, she’s on the hunt for revenge. Forced into a precarious alliance with
V’lane, the lethal Fae prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man of deadly secrets, Mac is soon locked in a battle
for her body, mind, and soul. Dreamfever When the walls between Man and Fae come crashing down, Mac
is caught in a lethal trap. Captured by the Fae Lord Master, she is left with no memory of who or what she
is: the only sidhe-seer alive who can track the Sinsar Dubh. Clawing her way back from oblivion is only the
first step Mac must take down a perilous path, from the battle-filled streets of Dublin into the realm of the
Fae, where nothing is as it seems. Shadowfever In an epic battle between humans and Fae, the Sinsar Dubh
turns on Mac, and begins to mow a deadly path through those she loves. Who can she trust? But more
important, who is Mac? Does an ancient prophecy reveal her destiny? Mac’s journey will force her to face
the truth, and to make a choice that will either save the world . . . or destroy it. “Delectably dark and sexy .
. . spiced with a subtle yet delightfully sharp sense of humor.”—Chicago Tribune, on Bloodfever Includes an
electrifying excerpt from Karen Marie Moning’s new novel, Iced.
Tiger Eye - Marjorie Liu 2010-06-08
“I didn’t just like this book, I LOVED this book. Anyone who loves my work should love it too” —New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan “If you have yet to add Liu to your must-read list, you’re doing
yourself a disservice.” —Booklist The first exciting Dirk & Steele novel by the incomparable Marjorie M.
Liu, Tiger Eye is a breathtaking masterwork of paranormal romance—a stunningly original tale of magic,
sensuality, desire, and danger, featuring a hero who is the answer to every romance lover’s fantasy. Tiger
Eye is the book that started it all, ushering readers into the Dirk & Steele world of shapeshifters, psychics,
and extraordinary beings, showcasing one of the most inventive talents currently working the shadowland
where passion and the amazing intertwine.
Monstrous Affections - Kelly Link 2014-09-09
Fifteen top voices in speculative fiction explore the intersection of fear and love in a haunting, at times
hilarious, darkly imaginative volume. Predatory kraken that sing with — and for — their kin; band members
and betrayed friends who happen to be demonic; harpies as likely to attract as repel. Welcome to a world
where humans live side by side with monsters, from vampires both nostalgic and bumbling to an eightlegged alien who makes tea. Here you’ll find mercurial forms that burrow into warm fat, spectral boy toys,
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a Maori force of nature, a landform that claims lives, and an architect of hell on earth. Through these and a
few monsters that defy categorization, some of today’s top young-adult authors explore ambition and
sacrifice, loneliness and rage, love requited and avenged, and the boundless potential for connection, even
across extreme borders. With monstrous stories by M. T. Anderson Paolo Bacigalupi Nathan Ballingrud
Holly Black Sarah Rees Brennan Cassandra Clare Nalo Hopkinson Dylan Horrocks Nik Houser Alice Sola
Kim Kathleen Jennings Joshua Lewis Kelly Link Patrick Ness G. Carl Purcell
Dreamfever - Karen Marie Moning 2011
Recommended by Charlaine Harris, author of the series that inspired HBO's hit series TRUE BLOOD, this
new #1 Bestselling series will take readers by storm! They may have stolen my past, but I'll never let them
take my future. When the walls between Man and Fae come crashing down, freeing the insatiable, immortal
Unseelie from their icy prison, MacKayla Lane is caught in a deadly trap. Captured by the Fae Lord Master,
she is left with no memory of who or what she is. Clawing her way back from oblivion is only the first step
Mac must take down a perilous path, from the battle-filled streets of Dublin to the treacherous politics of an
ancient, secret sect, through the tangled lies of men who claim to be her allies into the illusory world of the
Fae themselves, where nothing is as it seems - and Mac is forced to face a soul-shattering truth.
Burned - Karen Marie Moning 2015-11-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Mac is back and badder than ever!”—J. R. Ward MacKayla Lane and
Jericho Barrons return in the blockbuster Fever series from Karen Marie Moning. It’s easy to walk away
from lies. Power is another thing. MacKayla Lane would do anything to save the home she loves. A gifted
sidhe-seer, she’s already fought and defeated the deadly Sinsar Dubh—an ancient book of terrible evil—yet
its hold on her has never been stronger. When the wall that protected humans from the seductive,
insatiable Fae was destroyed on Halloween, long-imprisoned immortals ravaged the planet. Now Dublin is a
war zone with factions battling for control. As the city heats up and the ice left by the Hoar Frost King
melts, tempers flare, passions run red-hot, and dangerous lines get crossed. Seelie and Unseelie vie for
power against nine ancient immortals who have governed Dublin for millennia; a rival band of sidhe-seers
invades the city, determined to claim it for their own; Mac’s former protégé and best friend, Dani “Mega”
O’Malley, is now her fierce enemy; and even more urgent, Highland druid Christian MacKeltar has been
captured by the Crimson Hag and is being driven deeper into Unseelie madness with each passing day. The
only one Mac can depend on is the powerful, dangerous immortal Jericho Barrons, but even their fiery bond
is tested by betrayal. It’s a world where staying alive is a constant struggle, the line between good and evil
is blurred, and every alliance comes at a price. In an epic battle against dark forces, Mac must decide who
she can trust, and what her survival is ultimately worth. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Burned “Karen Marie Moning is back, delivering the kind
of spellbinding, addictive, twisted tale we love to devour. Magic and madness, intrigue and illusion, passion
and power, sexual tension and more sexual tension. . . . Burned is a book that shouldn't be missed.
Thrilling, suspenseful, sexy—it has all the right stuff to delight the most ardent of Fever fans.”—USA Today
“Dark, delicious suspense! Karen Marie Moning is my author of choice and Fever is my series of choice for
action-packed suspense with a spine-tingling paranormal twist.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Gardner “A masterwork by an incomparable writer. Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore
Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day “Prepare for a heartstopping trip into the epic Fever world, filled with gasp-out-loud surprises and sweltering sensuality.”—#1
New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole “Burned gets the highest rating from me. I wanted to run
through town shouting ‘Mac is back! Mac is back!’ Grab some snacks, something to drink, and settle down
for a cover-to-cover read that will likely keep you up all night.”—New York Times bestselling author Linda
Howard “One of the most anticipated books in romance . . . Burned is told through several viewpoints, but
the dominating view is Mac’s, and it’s wonderful to have her back, as well as get to spend time with the two
Alphas in her life.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Deeply complex, heady and action-packed.”—RT Book
Reviews
Secret Lover - T. Renee Fike 2019-04-10
Women! Why must everything always be so damn complicated? Colton had his heart broken in the past and
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is determined to never let it happen again. After a few dating mishaps, he's finding it rather difficult to find
a woman who is interested in him and not just his money. Deciding to take a break from dating, he meets a
girl who isn't interested in a relationship either.Tenley has a plan, one which must be followed in a specific
order. She's determined to succeed in life and make her parents proud. Boyfriends were never part of her
plan that is until she accomplished her goals. But then things changed. After meeting a guy who appears to
be half decent she becomes torn.Can she hook up with him without getting her feelings involved?Can
Colton and Tenley have a future together when their plans are not in sync? Or will the pain from their pasts
come back to haunt them both?Find out in Secret Lovers!
Faefever - Karen Marie Moning 2008-09-16
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER He calls me his Queen of the Night. I’d die for him. I’d kill for him, too.
When MacKayla Lane receives a page torn from her dead sister’s journal, she is stunned by Alina’s
desperate words. And now MacKayla knows that her sister’s killer is close. But evil is closer. And suddenly
the sidhe-seer is on the hunt: For answers. For revenge. And for an ancient book of dark magic so evil that
it corrupts anyone who touches it. Mac’s quest for the Sinsar Dubh takes her into the mean, shapeshifting
streets of Dublin, with a suspicious cop on her tail. Forced into a dangerous triangle of alliance with V’lane,
a lethal Fae prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man of deadly secrets, Mac is soon locked in a battle for her
body, mind, and soul. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Karen Marie Moning's Dreamfever.
Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER |
DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
The Highlander Series 7-Book Bundle - Karen Marie Moning 2012-04-02
With her signature blend of sensual fantasy, thrilling adventure, and breathtaking magic, Karen Marie
Moning—the #1 New York Times bestselling author of such novels as Shadowfever and Dreamfever—is the
reigning queen of paranormal romance. Now in a convenient eBook bundle, here are the seven novels in
her spellbinding Highlander series, featuring passionate love stories with a time-travel twist: Beyond the
Highland Mist, To Tame a Highland Warrior, The Highlander’s Touch, Kiss of the Highlander, The Dark
Highlander, The Immortal Highlander, and Spell of the Highlander. “Highly original . . . sensual, hard-toput-down romance. Karen Marie Moning is destined to make her mark on the genre.”—Romantic Times, on
Beyond the Highland Mist Beyond the Highland Mist He is known throughout medieval Scotland as Hawk.
No woman could refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his heart—until Adrienne de Simone tumbles
out of modern-day Seattle and into Hawk’s legendary bed. To Tame a Highland Warrior He was born to a
clan of Highland warriors of supernatural strength, but Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his name to escape
the dark fate of his ancestors. Yet even from afar, he watches over Jillian St. Clair. She is the only woman
who can tame the beast within him—even as deadly enemies plot to destroy them both. The Highlander’s
Touch A trick of fate has sent Lisa seven hundred years back in time and into Scottish warrior Circenn
Brodie’s chamber to tempt him with an all-consuming desire. For this woman he burns to possess is also the
woman he has foresworn to destroy. Kiss of the Highlander Enchanted by a powerful spell, Highland laird
Drustan MacKeltar has slumbered for nearly five centuries, until an unlikely savior, Gwen Cassidy, awakens
him. Bound to Drustan, Gwen is swept back to sixteenth-century Scotland where a warrior with the power
to change history will defy time itself for the woman he loves. The Dark Highlander Dageus MacKeltar is a
sixteenth-century Scot trapped between worlds, battling with the thirteen Druids who possess his soul.
When Chloe Zanders is drawn into his world, she will face the challenge of a lifetime: fighting thirteen evil
spirits for the heart of one irresistible man. The Immortal Highlander Adam Black is free to roam across
time in pursuit of his insatiable desires, until a curse strips him of his immortality and makes him invisible.
The only woman who can see him is Gabrielle O’Callaghan. It is the beginning of a long, dangerous
seduction, the price of which could be their very lives. Spell of the Highlander Jessi St. James first sees the
gorgeous man staring out at her from the glass of an ancient mirror. Heir to the arcane magic of his Druid
ancestors, Cian MacKeltar was trapped centuries ago inside the Dark Glass, and now an enemy will stop at
nothing to reclaim it. And Cian will stop at nothing to protect Jessi from a deadly fate. “[Moning’s]
storytelling skills are impressive, her voice and pacing dynamic, and her plot as tight as a cask of good
Scotch whisky.”—Contra Costa Times, on Kiss of the Highlander Includes a tantalizing excerpt from Karen
Marie Moning’s beloved novella Into the Dreaming.
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Kiss of the Highlander - Karen Marie Moning 2008-05-20
A laird trapped between centuries... Enchanted by a powerful spell, Highland laird Drustan MacKeltar
slumbered for nearly five centuries hidden deep in a cave, until an unlikely savior awakened him. The
enticing lass who dressed and spoke like no woman he’d ever known was from his distant future, where
crumbled ruins were all that remained of his vanished world. Drustan knew he had to return to his own
century if he was to save his people from a terrible fate. And he needed the bewitching woman by his
side.... A woman changed forever in his arms... Gwen Cassidy had come to Scotland to shake up her
humdrum life and, just maybe, meet a man. How could she have known that a tumble down a Highland
ravine would send her plunging into an underground cavern — to land atop the most devastatingly
seductive man she’d ever seen? Or that once he’d kissed her, he wouldn’t let her go? Bound to Drustan by a
passion stronger than time, Gwen is swept back to sixteenth-century Scotland, where a treacherous enemy
plots against them ... and where a warrior with the power to change history will defy time itself for the
woman he loves....
Only with You - Lauren Layne 2014-07-29
Love is the Biggest Gamble of All . . . Cocktail waitress Sophie Dalton doesn't exactly have a life plan. She's
perfectly happy being everyone's favorite party girl. But when a Las Vegas bachelorette party goes awry
and an uptight businessman mistakes Sophie for a prostitute . . . well, Sophie wonders if it's time to
reevaluate her priorities. Swearing off her thigh-high boots for good, Sophie slinks back home with
damaged pride-and a jackpot of a hangover. Yet what happens in Vegas doesn't always stay there. On a trip
to Seattle to open a new office, Grayson Wyatt meets his latest employee-who turns out to be the same
woman he recently called a hooker. Wealthy and gorgeous, Gray is a man used to getting what he wants.
And it doesn't take long to figure out that smart, sassy, sexy Sophie is everything he's been looking for. As
their late nights at the office turn into hot morning-afters, they realize their Vegas misunderstanding may
lead to the real thing . . .
One Grave at a Time - Jeaniene Frost 2011-08-30
How do you send a killer to the grave when he’s already dead? Having narrowly averted an (under)World
War, Cat Crawfield wants nothing more than a little downtime with her vampire husband, Bones.
Unfortunately, her gift from New Orleans’s voodoo queen just keeps on giving—leading to a personal favor
that sends them into battle once again, this time against a villainous spirit. Centuries ago, Heinrich Kramer
was a witch hunter. Now, every All Hallows Eve, he takes physical form to torture innocent women before
burning them alive. This year, however, a determined Cat and Bones must risk all to send him back to the
other side of eternity—forever. But one wrong step and they’ll be digging their own graves.
The Dark Highlander - Karen Marie Moning 2003
While delivering an artifact to playboy Dageus MacKeltar, Chloe Zanders discovers that he is really a
sixteenth-century Highlander possessed by a coven of evil Druids who plan to take over the world as soon
as they take over Dageus.
The Queen's Bastard - Catie E. Murphy 2008
Hard-pressed by enemies all around her, Lorraine defends her right to sit on the Aulunian throne by
enlisting her most valuable weapon, Belinda, the daughter she has never acknowledged and who has been
trained since childhood as an assassin, but as Belinda infiltrates the inner circles of her mother's enemies,
she discovers her own secret magical powers. Original. 20,000 first printing.
Feverborn - Karen Marie Moning 2016-01-19
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Karen Marie Moning’s latest installment of the epic Fever series,
Mac, Barrons, Ryodan, and Jada are back—and the stakes have never been higher or the chemistry hotter.
Hurtling us into a realm of labyrinthine intrigue and consummate seduction, Feverborn is a riveting tale of
ancient evil, lust, betrayal, forgiveness, and the redemptive power of love. When the immortal Fae
destroyed the ancient wall dividing the worlds of Man and Faery, the very fabric of the universe was
damaged, and now Earth is vanishing bit by bit. Only the long-lost Song of Making—a haunting, dangerous
melody that is the source of life itself—can save the planet. But those who seek the mythic song must
contend with old wounds and new enemies, passions that burn hot and hunger for vengeance that runs
deep. The challenges are many: the Keltar at war with nine immortals who’ve secretly ruled Dublin for
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eons, Mac and Jada hunted by the masses, the Seelie queen nowhere to be found, and the most powerful
Unseelie prince in all creation determined to rule both Fae and Man. Now the task of solving the ancient
riddle of the Song of Making falls to a band of deadly warriors divided among—and within—themselves.
Once a normal city possessing a touch of ancient magic, Dublin is now a treacherously magical city with
only a touch of normal. And on those war-torn streets, Mac will come face-to-face with her most savage
enemy yet: herself. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER |
BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN |
FEVERSONG Praise for Feverborn “Moning’s world-building is extensive and inspired, and she never fails
to keep the action fast and the stakes high. . . . The heroes’ shared danger, victory, loss and turmoil
translate into emotional intensity and sexual tension.”—The New York Times Book Review “Karen Marie
Moning is back, burning up the pages with scorching tension, gasp-out-loud surprises, unshakable danger
and unexpected feels. Feverborn is simply impossible to put down. . . . I’m not sure how Moning is able to
do it after eight books, but each novel proves more exciting than its predecessor as she continues to raise
the stakes in this ongoing, exhilarating saga. Feverborn is a fight between ancient magic and renewed
determination, a duel between old wounds and deep-seated love. Once again, you won’t be able to put this
book down.”—USA Today “Feverborn is at once the most gratifying and infuriating (in the best way
possible) volume in the series yet. Moning’s proclivity for passion, emotion and shocking twists is
showcased in breathtaking clarity. . . . I can damn near guarantee that fans of the series will be panting,
both with heat, and a frenzied need to know what happens next.”—PopWrapped “Feverborn is a
masterpiece of epic proportions. With this book, Karen Marie Moning shows us exactly why she is such an
indispensable writer in the genre.”—Under the Covers
Kingdom of Shadow and Light - Karen Marie Moning 2021
MacKayla Lane is on a path to rule the race she was born to hunt--and kill--in this electrifying new
installment in #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning's Fever series. The brewing war
between the Seelie and the Unseelie is threatening to explode--with a definitive outcome that will change
the fate of the Fae forever and thrust humanity into either light or total darkness. But as Mac embarks
deeper than ever before into the origins of the Fae, she begins to question who is truly good and who is
evil.
An Unconditional Freedom - Alyssa Cole 2019-02-26
Award-winning author Alyssa Cole returns with her highly-acclaimed Loyal League series exploring the
untold role of people of color in the fight to end slavery. This time, an assassination plot could end the Civil
War, and a hidden enemy could destroy a secret league of unsung heroes . . . Daniel Cumberland, born free
in Massachusetts, studied law with dreams of helping his people—dreams that died the night he was
kidnapped and sold into slavery. Daniel is rescued, but he’s a changed man. When he’s offered entry into
the Loyal League, the covert organization of Black spies who helped free him, he seizes the opportunity for
vengeance against the Confederacy and those who support it. When the Union Army occupies the Florida
home of Cuban Janeta Sanchez, daughter of an enslaved woman and the plantation owner who married her,
her family’s wealth does not protect her father from being imprisoned. Under duress and blaming herself
for the arrest, Janeta agrees to infiltrate a group called the Loyal League as a double agent—and finds a
cause truly worth the sacrifice. Daniel is aggravated by the headstrong and much too observant new
detective he’s paired with, and Janeta is intrigued by the broken but honorable man she is tasked with
betraying. As they embark on a mission to intercept Jefferson Davis and thwart European meddling, their
dual hidden agendas are threatened by the ghosts of their pasts and a growing affection that could
strengthen both the Union and their souls—or lead to their downfall. Praise for An Unconditional Freedom
“Forbidden attraction and the threat of betrayal are the initial hooks for what turns out to be a sumptuously
written and meticulously researched tale of a country at war with itself and two damaged people who find
themselves in each other's arms.” —Kirkus Reviews STARRED REVIEW “This third and hopefully not last
installment in Cole’s Loyal League series is historical romance at its finest.” —Booklist STARRED REVIEW
“[A] triumphant conclusion to an outstanding series that has redefined the possibilities of historical
romance.” —Publishers Weekly STARRED REVIEW “A heroine torn by conflicting loyalties and a
vengeance-driven hero haunted by the past struggle to come to terms with reality and their feelings in this
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emotionally compelling, information-rich story.” —Library Journal “Her most powerful novel yet.”
—Entertainment Weekly
After the Kiss - Lauren Layne 2013-08-26
Lauren Layne kicks off her Sex, Love & Stiletto series with a delightful short novel! In After the Kiss, the
star columnist of Stiletto magazine will do anything for a story. Anything . . . except fall in love. Julie Greene
loves flings. Loves steamy first dates, sizzling first kisses, and every now and then, that first sexy romp
between the sheets. Comfy pants, sleepy Sundays, movie nights on the couch? Shudder. But when Julie gets
assigned the hardest story of her career—a first-person account of that magical shift between dating and “I
do”—she’ll need a man brave enough to give a total commitment-phobe a chance at more. Normally,
Mitchell Forbes would be exactly that man. A devastatingly hot workaholic who tends to stay in
relationships for far too long, he should be the perfect subject for Julie’s “research.” But what Julie doesn’t
know is that Mitchell is looking to cut loose for once in his life. And the leggy journalist notorious for
avoiding love is exactly the type of no-strings fling he’s looking for. In other words, Mitchell is the polar
opposite of what Julie needs right now. And, at the same time, he’s exactly what she wants. Praise for After
the Kiss “Packed with loads of sizzle and Snickerlicious fun, Lauren Layne’s After the Kiss is a knock-yourstilettos-off, total page-turning treat that had me fan-girling up within the first chapter. I absolutely loved
this read!”—USA Today bestselling author Mira Lyn Kelly “Funny, intelligent, and touching, Lauren Layne’s
After the Kiss is a delightful debut.”—Ruthie Knox, USA Today bestselling author of Flirting with Disaster
Lauren Layne’s New York Times bestselling Oxford Novel series can be read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY
YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE
YOU Don’t miss any of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD
GIRL | LOVE STORY | WALK OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto series: AFTER
THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE WITH LOVE The
Redemption series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY | BROKEN | CRUSHED The I Do, I Don’t series: READY TO RUN |
RUNAWAY GROOM Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Spell of the Highlander - Karen Marie Moning 2006-05-30
Powerful. Sensual. Seductive. He is all that is shamelessly erotic in a man. In her sexiest Highlander novel
yet, New York Times bestselling author Karen Moning stirs up a sizzling brew of ancient mystery and
modern passion as she brings together a devilishly handsome Celtic warrior trapped in time . . . and the
woman who’s about to pay the ultimate price for freeing him. Age-old secrets haunt them. Deadly danger
and irresistible desire shadow their every move. It’s a relationship for the ages. And all that separates them
is a mere thirteen hundred years. . . . Jessi St. James has got to get a life. Too many hours studying ancient
artifacts has given the hardworking archaeology student a bad case of sex on the brain. So she figures she
must be dreaming when she spies a gorgeous half-naked man staring out at her from inside the silvery
glass of an ancient mirror. But when a split-second decision saves her from a terrifying attempt on her life,
Jessi suddenly finds herself confronting six and a half feet of smoldering, insatiable alpha male. Heir to the
arcane magic of his Druid ancestors, eleven centuries ago Cian MacKeltar was trapped inside the Dark
Glass, one of four coveted Unseelie Hallows, objects of unspeakable power. When the Dark Glass is stolen,
an ancient enemy will stop at nothing to reclaim it, destroying everything in his path–including the one
woman who may just hold the key to breaking the ninth-century Highlander’s dark spell. For Jessi, the
muscle-bound sex god in the mirror is not only tantalizingly real, he’s offering his protection–from exactly
what, Jessi doesn’t know. And all he wants in exchange is the exquisite pleasure of sharing her bed. Yet
even as Cian’s insatiable hunger begins to work its dark magic on Jessi, his ancient enemy is about to
obtain the final and most dangerous of the Unseelie Hallows–and the ninth-century Highlander must stop
him from getting it. Nothing less than the very fabric of the universe and two passionately entwined lives
are at stake–as Cian and Jessi fight to claim the kind of love that comes along but once in an ice age. . . .
Burned - Karen Marie Moning 2015-11-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Mac is back and badder than ever!”—J. R. Ward MacKayla Lane and
Jericho Barrons return in the blockbuster Fever series from Karen Marie Moning. It’s easy to walk away
from lies. Power is another thing. MacKayla Lane would do anything to save the home she loves. A gifted
sidhe-seer, she’s already fought and defeated the deadly Sinsar Dubh—an ancient book of terrible evil—yet
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its hold on her has never been stronger. When the wall that protected humans from the seductive,
insatiable Fae was destroyed on Halloween, long-imprisoned immortals ravaged the planet. Now Dublin is a
war zone with factions battling for control. As the city heats up and the ice left by the Hoar Frost King
melts, tempers flare, passions run red-hot, and dangerous lines get crossed. Seelie and Unseelie vie for
power against nine ancient immortals who have governed Dublin for millennia; a rival band of sidhe-seers
invades the city, determined to claim it for their own; Mac’s former protégé and best friend, Dani “Mega”
O’Malley, is now her fierce enemy; and even more urgent, Highland druid Christian MacKeltar has been
captured by the Crimson Hag and is being driven deeper into Unseelie madness with each passing day. The
only one Mac can depend on is the powerful, dangerous immortal Jericho Barrons, but even their fiery bond
is tested by betrayal. It’s a world where staying alive is a constant struggle, the line between good and evil
is blurred, and every alliance comes at a price. In an epic battle against dark forces, Mac must decide who
she can trust, and what her survival is ultimately worth. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Burned “Karen Marie Moning is back, delivering the kind
of spellbinding, addictive, twisted tale we love to devour. Magic and madness, intrigue and illusion, passion
and power, sexual tension and more sexual tension. . . . Burned is a book that shouldn't be missed.
Thrilling, suspenseful, sexy—it has all the right stuff to delight the most ardent of Fever fans.”—USA Today
“Dark, delicious suspense! Karen Marie Moning is my author of choice and Fever is my series of choice for
action-packed suspense with a spine-tingling paranormal twist.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Gardner “A masterwork by an incomparable writer. Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore
Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day “Prepare for a heartstopping trip into the epic Fever world, filled with gasp-out-loud surprises and sweltering sensuality.”—#1
New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole “Burned gets the highest rating from me. I wanted to run
through town shouting ‘Mac is back! Mac is back!’ Grab some snacks, something to drink, and settle down
for a cover-to-cover read that will likely keep you up all night.”—New York Times bestselling author Linda
Howard “One of the most anticipated books in romance . . . Burned is told through several viewpoints, but
the dominating view is Mac’s, and it’s wonderful to have her back, as well as get to spend time with the two
Alphas in her life.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Deeply complex, heady and action-packed.”—RT Book
Reviews
Ramayana: The Game of Life – Book 1: Roar with Courage - Shubha Vilas 2017-10-17

shadowy epic are still here, from the sensual and enigmatic Fae to the super-alpha heroes and the
breathless pace of their escalating conflicts. At its heart is a heroine whose development is likely to become
the stuff of legends as this unforgettable, haunting series continues to evolve.”—RT Book Reviews “This is
one of my favorite 2012 reads . . . It’s engaging, hilarious, amazing and Dani is going to be one heck of a
woman.”—USA Today “A gripping story that combines excellent storytelling with believable characters that
are rendered both superhuman and superbly human, with emotional fragility and psychological
vulnerability in an unstable world fraught with danger . . . Fast-paced, with nonstop action set in a
fascinating urban fantasy world of Dublin under siege, this is a smart, bold and textured success.”─Kirkus
Reviews “Moning is a master storyteller. I don’t know how she does it, but she begs me to get on my knees
and pay worship to the woman who has brought me the best, most labyrinthine stories and characters I’ve
ever had the privilege to get to know. She weaves brilliantly, unapologetically, and without exception, and
she has threaded the needle into me and I’ve been pulled, over and over, into her tapestry, and I don’t think
I’m ever getting out. Iced is no exception.”—The Bawdy Book Blog (five-starred review)
Into the Dreaming - Karen Marie Moning 2012
A rerelease of the best-selling Fever series author's previously out-of-print novella follows the story of
aspiring romance novelist Jane Sillee, who after years of dreaming of passionate trysts with a handsome
Highlander finds herself transported into the past world of a man haunted by years of imprisonment by the
dark fae.
Burned - Karen Marie Moning 2015-01-20
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Mac is back and badder than ever!”—J. R. Ward MacKayla Lane and
Jericho Barrons return in the blockbuster Fever series from Karen Marie Moning. It’s easy to walk away
from lies. Power is another thing. MacKayla Lane would do anything to save the home she loves. A gifted
sidhe-seer, she’s already fought and defeated the deadly Sinsar Dubh—an ancient book of terrible evil—yet
its hold on her has never been stronger. When the wall that protected humans from the seductive,
insatiable Fae was destroyed on Halloween, long-imprisoned immortals ravaged the planet. Now Dublin is a
war zone with factions battling for control. As the city heats up and the ice left by the Hoar Frost King
melts, tempers flare, passions run red-hot, and dangerous lines get crossed. Seelie and Unseelie vie for
power against nine ancient immortals who have governed Dublin for millennia; a rival band of sidhe-seers
invades the city, determined to claim it for their own; Mac’s former protégé and best friend, Dani “Mega”
O’Malley, is now her fierce enemy; and even more urgent, Highland druid Christian MacKeltar has been
captured by the Crimson Hag and is being driven deeper into Unseelie madness with each passing day. The
only one Mac can depend on is the powerful, dangerous immortal Jericho Barrons, but even their fiery bond
is tested by betrayal. It’s a world where staying alive is a constant struggle, the line between good and evil
is blurred, and every alliance comes at a price. In an epic battle against dark forces, Mac must decide who
she can trust, and what her survival is ultimately worth. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Burned “Karen Marie Moning is back, delivering the kind
of spellbinding, addictive, twisted tale we love to devour. Magic and madness, intrigue and illusion, passion
and power, sexual tension and more sexual tension. . . . Burned is a book that shouldn't be missed.
Thrilling, suspenseful, sexy—it has all the right stuff to delight the most ardent of Fever fans.”—USA Today
“Dark, delicious suspense! Karen Marie Moning is my author of choice and Fever is my series of choice for
action-packed suspense with a spine-tingling paranormal twist.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Gardner “A masterwork by an incomparable writer. Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore
Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day “Prepare for a heartstopping trip into the epic Fever world, filled with gasp-out-loud surprises and sweltering sensuality.”—#1
New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole “Burned gets the highest rating from me. I wanted to run
through town shouting ‘Mac is back! Mac is back!’ Grab some snacks, something to drink, and settle down
for a cover-to-cover read that will likely keep you up all night.”—New York Times bestselling author Linda
Howard “One of the most anticipated books in romance . . . Burned is told through several viewpoints, but
the dominating view is Mac’s, and it’s wonderful to have her back, as well as get to spend time with the two
Alphas in her life.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Deeply complex, heady and action-packed.”—RT Book

Iced - Karen Marie Moning 2014-02-25
#1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning picks up where Shadowfever leaves off with
Iced, the sixth book in her blockbuster Fever series. The year is 1 AWC—After the Wall Crash. The Fae are
free and hunting us. It’s a war zone out there, and no two days are alike. I’m Dani O’Malley, the chaos-filled
streets of Dublin are my home, and there’s no place I’d rather be. Dani “Mega” O’Malley plays by her own
set of rules—and in a world overrun by Dark Fae, her biggest rule is: Do what it takes to survive. Possessing
rare talents and the all-powerful Sword of Light, Dani is more than equipped for the task. In fact, she’s one
of the rare humans who can defend themselves against the Unseelie. But now, amid the pandemonium, her
greatest gifts have turned into serious liabilities. Dani’s ex–best friend, MacKayla Lane, wants her dead, the
terrifying Unseelie princes have put a price on her head, and Inspector Jayne, the head of the police force,
is after her sword and will stop at nothing to get it. What’s more, people are being mysteriously frozen to
death all over the city, encased on the spot in sub-zero, icy tableaux. When Dublin’s most seductive
nightclub gets blanketed in hoarfrost, Dani finds herself at the mercy of Ryodan, the club’s ruthless,
immortal owner. He needs her quick wit and exceptional skill to figure out what’s freezing Fae and humans
dead in their tracks—and Ryodan will do anything to ensure her compliance. Dodging bullets, fangs, and
fists, Dani must strike treacherous bargains and make desperate alliances to save her beloved
Dublin—before everything and everyone in it gets iced. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational
Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Iced “Moning returns to the heady world of her Fever
series, and the results are addictive and consistently surprising. . . . The best elements of Moning’s sensual,
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Reviews
The Highlander's Touch - Karen Marie Moning 2009-09-08
He would defy the boundaries of time for one night in her arms . . . He was a mighty Scottish warrior who
lived in a world bound by ancient laws and timeless magic. But no immortal powers could prepare the laird
of Castle Brodie for the lovely accursed lass who stood before him. A terrible trick of fate had sent her 700
years back in time and into his private chamber to tempt him with her beauty—and seduce him with a
desire he could never fulfill. For this woman he burned to possess was also the woman he had foresworn to
destroy. When Lisa felt the earth move under her feet, the fiercely independent 21st-century woman never
dreamed she was falling . . . into another century. But the powerful, naked warrior who stood glaring down
at her was only too real . . . and too dangerously arousing. Irresistibly handsome he might be, but Lisa had
no intention of remaining in this savage land torn by treachery and war. How could she know that her
seductive captor had other plans for her . . . plans that would save her from a tragic fate? Or that this man
who had long ago forsaken love would defy time itself to claim her for his own. . . .
The Immortal Highlander - Karen Marie Moning 2004-08-03
Enter a world of timeless seduction, of ancient intrigue and modern-day passion. Enter the dazzling world
of Karen Marie Moning, whose acclaimed Highlander novels have captivated readers, spanning the
continents and the centuries, bringing ancient Scotland vividly to life. In a novel brimming with time-travel
adventure and sensual heat, the bestselling author of The Dark Highlander delivers a love story that will
hold you in thrall—and a hero you will most certainly never forget. BEWARE: lethally seductive alpha male
of immense strength, do not look at him. Do not touch him. Do not be tempted. Do not be seduced. With his
long, black hair and dark, mesmerizing eyes, Adam Black is Trouble with a capital T. Immortal, arrogant,
and intensely sensual, he is the consummate seducer, free to roam across time and continents in pursuit of
his insatiable desires. That is, until a curse strips him of his immortality and makes him invisible, a cruel
fate for so irresistible a man. With his very life at stake, Adam’s only hope for survival is in the hands of the
one woman who can actually see him. Enter law student Gabrielle O’Callaghan, who is cursed with the
ability to see both worlds: Mortal and Faery. From the moment she lays eyes on this stunning male, Gabby
is certain of one thing: He could be her undoing. Thus begins a long, dangerous seduction. Because despite
his powerful strength and unquenchable hungers, Adam refuses to take a woman by force. Instead, he will
tease his way into Gabby’s bed and make her want him just as he wants her. Now, no matter how hard
Gabby tries to avoid him, Adam is everywhere, invisible to all but her—perched atop her office cubicle in
too-tight jeans, whispering softly from behind the stacks of the law library, stealing her breath away with
his knowing smile…all the while tempting her with the promise of unimaginable pleasure in his arms. But
soon danger will intrude on this sensual dance. For as Adam’s quest to regain his immortality plunges them
into a world of timeless magic and the deadly politics of the Faery queen’s court, the price of surrender
could be their very lives. Unless they can thwart the conspiracy that threatens both mortal and Faery
realms…and give them a shot at a destiny few mortals ever know: glorious, wondrous, endless love.
High Voltage - Karen Marie Moning 2018-03-06
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Immortal Faerie and ancient feuds, secrets and sacrifices—a thrilling
new chapter in the bestselling Fever series begins, featuring Dani, Ryodan, and other beloved characters,
as they battle to save Dublin from the rising of a terrifying evil determined to enslave the human race.
There is no action without consequence. Dani O’Malley was nine years old when the delusional, sadistic
Rowena transformed her into a ruthless killer. Years later, Dani is tough and hardened, yet achingly
vulnerable and fiercely compassionate, living alone by her own exacting code. Despite the scars on her
body, and driven by deeper ones carved into her soul, no one is more committed to protecting Dublin. By
day she ensures the safety of those she rescues, by night she hunts evil, dispensing justice swiftly and
without mercy, determined to give to those she cares for the peace she has never known. There is no power
without price. When the Faerie Queen used the dangerously powerful Song of Making to heal the world
from the damage done by the Hoar Frost King, catastrophic magic seeped deep into the earth, giving rise to
horrifying, unforeseen consequences—and now deadly enemies plot in the darkness, preparing to enslave
the human race and unleash an ancient reign of Hell on Earth. There is no future without sacrifice. With the
lethal, immortal Ryodan at her side, armed with the epic Sword of Light, Dani once again battles to save the
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world, but her past comes back to haunt her with a vengeance, demanding an unspeakable price for the
power she needs to save the human race. And no one—not even Ryodan, who would move the very stars for
her—can save her this time. Praise for High Voltage “A romance wrapped up in a thrilling sci-fi novel—what
more could you want?”—PopSugar “If you’ve never read a Karen Marie Moning book before, you’re missing
out. Her heroines alone are worth the read. . . . Despite being set in a dystopian world filled with magic and
fae, the obstacles that these characters go through are very much humanlike. . . . Cannot wait to see where
[she] takes this series next.”—Under the Covers
The Fever Series 7-Book Bundle - Karen Marie Moning 2016-01-12
Discover the dark and sensual universe of MacKayla Lane, Jericho Barrons, and Dani “Mega” O’Malley! In
this blockbuster paranormal series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning, the
struggle between humans and Fae is tearing apart the world as we know it. And now the first seven
thrillingly sexy Fever novels are together in one must-have ebook bundle: DARKFEVER BLOODFEVER
FAEFEVER DREAMFEVER SHADOWFEVER ICED BURNED When MacKayla Lane’s sister is murdered, she
leaves a single clue to her death—a cryptic message on Mac’s cell phone. Journeying to Ireland in search of
answers, Mac is soon faced with an even greater challenge: staying alive long enough to master a power
she had no idea she possessed—a gift that allows her to see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous
realm of the Fae. As Mac delves deeper into the mystery of her sister’s death, her every move is shadowed
by the dark, mysterious Jericho, while at the same time, the ruthless V’lane—an immortal Fae who makes
sex an addiction for human women—closes in on her. As the boundary between worlds begins to crumble,
Mac’s true mission becomes clear: find the elusive Sinsar Dubh before someone else claims the all-powerful
Dark Book—because whoever gets to it first holds nothing less than complete control of both worlds in their
hands. Praise for the Fever series “Give yourself a treat and read outside the box.”—#1 New York Times
bestselling author Charlaine Harris, on Darkfever “Delectably dark and scary . . . spiced with a subtle yet
delightfully sharp sense of humor.”—Chicago Tribune, on Bloodfever “Shocks await Mac in Dublin’s vast
Dark Zone.”—Publishers Weekly, on Faefever “Undeniably great urban fantasy.”—Vampire Book Club, on
Dreamfever “A turbulent, emotionally devastating and truly unforgettable ride! Enormous kudos!”—RT
Book Reviews (Top Pick and Gold Medal), on Shadowfever “Engaging, hilarious, amazing.”—USA Today, on
Iced “A masterwork by an incomparable writer, Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore Moning!
No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Day
To Tame a Highland Warrior - Karen Marie Moning 2009-11-04
Only her love could gentle his savage soul— He was born to a clan of warriors of supernatural strength, but
Gavrael McIllioch abandoned his name and his Highland castle, determined to escape the dark fate of his
ancestors. Hiding his identity from the relentless rival clan that hunted him, he called himself Grimm to
protect the people he cared for, vowing never to acknowledge his love for ravishing Jillian St. Clair. Yet
even from afar he watched over her, and when her father sent an urgent summons, "Come for Jillian," he
raced to her side—into a competition to win her hand in marriage. Why had he run from her so many years
before? And why return now to see her offered as a prize in her father's manipulative game? Furious, Jillian
vowed never to wed. But Grimm was the man she loved, the one who urged her to marry another. He tried
to pretend indifference as she tempted him, but he could not deny the fierce desires that compelled him to
abduct her from the altar. She was the only woman who could tame the beast that raged within him—even
as deadly enemies plotted to destroy them both....
Beyond the Highland Mist - Karen Marie Moning 2009-11-04
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . . An alluring laird... He was known throughout the kingdom
as Hawk, legendary predator of the battlefield and the boudoir. No woman could refuse his touch, but no
woman ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful fairy tumbled Adrienne de Simone out of modern-day Seattle
and into medieval Scotland. Captive in a century not her own, entirely too bold, too outspoken, she was an
irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century rogue. Coerced into a marriage with Hawk, Adrienne vowed
to keep him at arm's length—but his sweet seduction played havoc with her resolve. A prisoner in time...
She had a perfect "no" on her perfect lips for the notorious laird, but Hawk swore she would whisper his
name with desire, begging for the passion he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of time and
space would keep him from winning her love. Despite her uncertainty about following the promptings of her
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own passionate heart, Adrienne's reservations were no match for Hawk's determination to keep her by his
side. . . .
Fever - Robin Cook 2000-01-01
Charles Martel is a brilliant cancer researcher who discovers that his own daughter is the victim of
leukemia. The cause: a chemical plant conspiracy that not only promises to kill her, but will destroy him as
a doctor and a man if he tries to fight it...
Dreamfever - Karen Marie Moning 2009-08-18
In New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning’s stunning novel, the walls between human and
Fae worlds have come crashing down. And as Mac fights for survival on Dublin’s battle-scarred streets, she
will embark on the darkest adventure of her life. MacKayla Lane lies naked on the cold stone floor of a
church, at the mercy of the Fae master she once swore to kill. Far from home, unable to control her sexual
hungers, MacKayla is now fully under the Lord Master’s spell. He has stolen her past, but MacKayla will
never allow her sister’s murderer to take her future. Yet even the uniquely gifted sidhe-seer is no match for
the Lord Master, who has unleashed an insatiable sexual craving that consumes Mac’s every thought—and
thrusts her into the seductive realm of two very dangerous men, both of whom she desires but dares not
trust. As the enigmatic Jericho Barrons and the sensual Fae prince V’lane vie for her body and soul, as
cryptic entries from her sister’s diary mysteriously appear and the power of the Dark Book weaves its
annihilating path through the city, Mac’s greatest enemy delivers a final challenge. It’s an invitation Mac
cannot refuse, one that sends her racing home to Georgia, where an even darker threat awaits. With her
parents missing and the lives of her loved ones under siege, Mac is about to come face-to-face with a soulshattering truth—about herself and her sister, about Jericho Barrons . . . and about the world she thought
she knew. BONUS: This edition includes and excerpt from Karen Marie Moning's Shadowfever. Look for all
of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER |
DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
A Girl's Guide to Moving On - Debbie Macomber 2016-02-23
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this powerful and uplifting novel, a mother and her daughter-in-law
bravely leave their troubled marriages and face the challenge of starting over. When Nichole discovers that
her husband, Jake, has been unfaithful, the illusion of her perfect life is indelibly shattered. While juggling
her young son, a new job, and volunteer work, Nichole meets Rocco, who is the opposite of Jake in nearly
every way. Though blunt-spoken and rough around the edges, Rocco proves to be a dedicated father and
thoughtful friend. But just as their relationship begins to blossom, Jake wagers everything on winning
Nichole back—including their son Owen’s happiness. Somehow, Nichole must find the courage to defy her
fears and follow her heart, with far-reaching consequences for them all. Leanne has quietly ignored her
husband’s cheating for decades, but is jolted into action by the echo of Nichole’s all-too-familiar crisis.
While volunteering as a teacher of English as a second language, Leanne meets Nikolai, a charming,
talented baker from Ukraine. Resolved to avoid the heartache and complications of romantic
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entanglements, Leanne nonetheless finds it difficult to resist Nikolai’s effusive overtures—until an
unexpected tragedy tests the very fabric of her commitments. An inspiring novel of friendship, reinvention,
and hope, A Girl’s Guide to Moving On affirms the ability of every woman to forge a new path, believe in
love, and fearlessly find happiness. Praise for A Girl’s Guide to Moving On “Macomber is a master at pulling
heartstrings, and readers will delight in this heartwarming story of friendship, love, and second chances.
Leanne, Nichole, Rocco, and Nikolai will renew your faith in love and hope. The perfect read curled up in
front of the fire or on a beach, it’s as satisfying as a slice of freshly baked bread—wholesome, pleasantly
filling, and delicious.”—Karen White, New York Times bestselling author of Flight Patterns “Beloved author
Debbie Macomber reaches new heights in this wise and beautiful novel. It’s the kind of reading experience
that comes along only rarely, bearing the hallmarks of a classic. With characters as warm and relatable as
your best friends, it’s a novel of connection, exploring life’s unexpected twists and turns—friendship,
betrayal, passion, heartbreak, and healing. The timeless wisdom in these pages will stay with you long after
the book is closed.”—Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Starlight on Willow Lake
Fever Moon - Karen Marie Moning 2012
In graphic novel format, follows MacKayla's rescue from the Fear Dorcha by the dreamy-eyed bartender, an
event that prompts an extraordinary adventure for young sidhe-seer Dani.
Shadowfever - Karen Marie Moning 2011-01-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Evil is a completely different creature, Mac. Evil is bad that believes
it’s good.” MacKayla Lane was just a child when she and her sister, Alina, were given up for adoption and
banished from Ireland forever. Twenty years later, Alina is dead and Mac has returned to the country that
expelled them to hunt her sister’s murderer. But after discovering that she descends from a bloodline both
gifted and cursed, Mac is plunged into a secret history: an ancient conflict between humans and immortals
who have lived concealed among us for thousands of years. What follows is a shocking chain of events with
devastating consequences, and now Mac struggles to cope with grief while continuing her mission to
acquire and control the Sinsar Dubh—a book of dark, forbidden magic scribed by the mythical Unseelie
King, containing the power to create and destroy worlds. In an epic battle between humans and Fae, the
hunter becomes the hunted when the Sinsar Dubh turns on Mac and begins mowing a deadly path through
those she loves. Who can she turn to? Who can she trust? Who is the woman haunting her dreams? More
important, who is Mac herself and what is the destiny she glimpses in the black and crimson designs of an
ancient tarot card? From the luxury of the Lord Master’s penthouse to the sordid depths of an Unseelie
nightclub, from the erotic bed of her lover to the terrifying bed of the Unseelie King, Mac’s journey will
force her to face the truth of her exile, and to make a choice that will either save the world . . . or destroy it.
BONUS: This edition contains a deleted scene from Shadowfever and an excerpt from Karen Marie
Moning's Iced. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER |
BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN |
FEVERSONG
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